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Summary6

X-ray astronomy is a young discipline, spanning no more than a few decades. The Earth’s7

atmosphere is opaque to this type of radiation, so observations in this part of the spectrum had8

to wait until the beginning of the space era, with rocket launchers carrying X-ray telescopes to9

reveal the universe from a brand-new point of view.10

X-ray binary systems consist of two stars in close orbit around each other, where one of the11

stars is typically a compact object such as a neutron star or a black hole. The compact object12

accretes matter from its companion star, which can be a main sequence star, a giant star, or13

even another compact object. The X-ray radiation in these systems is generated through the14

accretion of matter from the companion’s powerful stellar wind, typical of these early-type stars.15

Close binaries may become compact-object mergers and eventually sources of gravitational16

waves and/or short gamma-ray bursts. They will also provide insight into the behavior of17

matter under extreme gravitational and magnetic fields. Understanding these processes is18

fundamental to modern astrophysics and has driven numerous theoretical and observational19

studies.20

The xraybinaryoorbit package helps to unveil X-Ray binary orbital dynamics based on key21

theories including the conservation of angular momentum in orbital mechanics, the CAK model22

for radiation-driven stellar winds, accretion luminosity, ionization parameters, and the Doppler23

effect. Additionally, it provides tools for the Lomb-Scargle periodogram to identify periodic24

signals in unevenly sampled data.25

Science behind26

The functions contained in this package rely in the following theories:27

Conservation of angular momentum in orbital mechanics:28

If the eccentricity of our system is different than 0, the orbital phase will not vary linearly29

with the observational time, as the speed will increase at periastron primarily due to the30

conservation of angular momentum, which dictates that as the compact object moves closer to31

the central star, it must travel faster to maintain the total angular momentum of the system.32

This relationship is further influenced by Kepler’s laws of planetary motion, which describe33

how objects sweep out equal areas in equal times (see (?book…..C) as an example).34

𝑟2 ⋅ 𝜔 = ℎ

We will take this fact into consideration in all our functions and provide dedicated functions to35

transform phase into time and vice versa.36
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CAK model:37

The CAK model, proposed by Castor, Abbott, and Klein in 1975 (Castor et al., 1975), is a38

theoretical framework used to describe radiation-driven winds in massive stars. These stars39

have strong stellar winds driven by the interaction between their radiation and the surrounding40

material.41

The CAK model provides a quantitative description of how the wind velocity, density, and42

ionization state vary with distance from the companion.43

𝜌 = �̇�
4𝜋𝑣𝑅2

where 𝜌 is the density of the wind at a given distance R �̇� is the mass accretion rate in units44

of mass per unit of time, v is the orbital speed at distances greater than the stellar radius45

and R is the distance to the star. In this package, we assume that the wind is spherically46

distributed and unionized.47

Accretion Luminosity and Ionization Parameter:48

Accretion is the process by which gravitational potential energy is extracted from material49

accreting onto a gravitating body (see (Frank et al., 2002)). This phenomenon serves as the50

primary power source in various types of close binary systems and is also believed to fuel active51

galactic nuclei and quasars. When considering a flux of matter with an accretion rate �̇�, the52

resulting luminosity (assuming all mechanical energy is radiated) is defined as the accretion53

luminosity:54

𝐿𝑎𝑐 =
𝐺𝑀�̇�
𝑅

where 𝐿𝑎𝑐 is the accretion luminosity, G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass of the55

gravitating body, �̇� is the accretion rate, and R is the characteristic radius associated with56

the accretion process.57

The ionization parameter 𝜉 is defined as:58

𝜉 = 𝐿X
𝑛(𝑟X)𝑟2X

where 𝐿X is the X-ray luminosity, 𝑛(𝑟X) is the local particle density at a distance $ r_{X}$59

from the X-ray source (such as a neutron star), 𝑟X is the distance from the X-ray source.60

This parameter quantifies the ionization state of the surrounding medium due to X-ray61

radiation from the neutron star. We provide a function which calculates the ionization62

map if the binary system plane taking into account these calculations within the CAK63

frame.64

Doppler Effect:65

The Doppler effect, named after the Austrian physicist Christian Doppler who first proposed66

it in 1842, is the change in frequency or wavelength of a wave in relation to an observer67

moving relative to the source of the wave.68

In astronomy, the Doppler effect is used to analyze the motion of celestial objects by69

observing shifts in their emitted light. By measuring Doppler shifts in the spectra of stars70

and galaxies, astronomers determine radial velocities, study galactic rotation, identify71

exoplanets, and explore the expansion of the universe through cosmological redshift. The72
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Doppler effect plays a pivotal role in deciphering cosmic motions and unraveling the73

mysteries of the cosmos.74

In the context of X-ray binaries, the Doppler effect is evident in the pulsations of a neutron75

star (NS) orbiting its companion, allowing precise determination of orbital parameters76

like radius, mass, inclination, and eccentricity. Additionally, the Doppler effect influences77

emission line energies when the emitting plasma is in motion.78

Simple Models79

• Conic Orbit: representing the movement of the compact object around the com-80

panion.81

• Logarithmic Spiral: gravitational capture of matter which will eventually be82

captured by the stellar object.83

Composed Models84

• Conic Orbit in a Conic Orbit: representing an accretion disc or ballistic movement85

around the compact object traveling around the companion.86

• Logarithmic Spiral in a Conic Orbit: gravitational capture of matter by the87

compact object traveling in a conic orbit around the companion.88

𝑟main = 𝑏main ⋅ (1 − 𝑒2main)
1 + 𝑒main ⋅ cos(𝜙main −𝑊main)

𝑟secondary =
𝑏secondary ⋅ (1 − 𝑒2secondary)

1 + 𝑒secondary ⋅ cos(𝜙secondary −𝑊secondary)

𝑟spiral = 𝑎spiral × exp(𝑏 ⋅ 2𝜋𝜙)

The general equation for the Doppler velocity in terms of the orbital phase is:89

𝑣𝐷 = (−𝑟𝜔 sin𝜙 sin 𝑖)

𝜆𝐷 = 𝜆rest (1 +
𝑣𝐷
𝑐
)

where r is the orbital radius, a is the semimajor axis, b is the distance to the barycenter (the90

semimajor axis corrected by the reduced mass of the stellar system), e is the eccentricity,91

�is the orbital phase, W is the angle to the periapsis, 𝜔 is the angular velocity, i is the92

inclination, and 𝜆D and 𝜆rest are the center of the emission line, Doppler shifted and at93

rest, respectively, in wavelength units. In the case of composed models, the Doppler effect94

will be the sum of the velocities involved in the system.95

Lomb-Scargle Periodogram:96

The Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Scargle, 1982) is a method used in astrophysics and97

other fields to find the dominant frequencies in unevenly sampled data. It is particularly98

useful for detecting periodic signals with variable amplitudes and non-sinusoidal shapes.99

The periodogram computes the power spectral density of a time series, identifying the100

periodicities that best fit the observed data points.101

In the context of X-ray astronomy and other observational sciences, the Lomb-Scargle102

method allows researchers to analyze irregularly spaced observations and extract informa-103

tion about periodic variations in X-ray flux, pulsations, or other cyclical phenomena.104
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Functions and Methods105

The functions contained in this package are the following:106

Theoretical Functions107

• doppler_orbit_theoretical: Calculates the Doppler effect in the orbital motion.108

• doppler_spiral_theoretical: Models the Doppler effect in spiral structures.109

• doppler_disc_theoretical: Models the Doppler effect in accretion discs.110

• doppler_spiral_in_orbit_theoretical: Combines orbital and spiral Doppler111

effects.112

• density_through_orbit_theoretical: Computes wind density through the orbit.113

• absorption_column_through_orbit_theoretical: Calculates absorption col-114

umn variations through the orbit.115

• ionization_map_phase: Maps ionization levels across orbital phases.116

• orbital_phase_to_time: Converts orbital phase to time.117

• orbital_time_to_phase: Converts orbital time to phase.118

Fitting Functions119

• fit_orbit_ps: Fits orbital parameters using particle swarm optimization.120

• fit_orbit_ls: Fits orbital parameters using least squares.121

• fit_disc_ps: Fits disc contained in a main orbit parameters using particle swarm122

optimization.123

• fit_disc_ls: Fits disc contained in a main orbit parameters using least squares.124

• fit_spiral_ps: Fits spiral parameters using particle swarm optimization.125

• fit_spiral_ls: Fits spiral parameters using least squares.126

• fit_spiral_in_orbit_ps: Fits combined spiral orbit parameters using particle127

swarm optimization.128

• fit_spiral_in_orbit_ls: Fits combined spiral and orbit parameters using least129

squares130

• fit_nh_ps: Fits NH variations through an orbit using particle swarm optimization.131

Timing Functions132

• hr: Calculates hardness ratio its error.133

• cr: Computes the color ratio and its error.134

• rebin_snr: Rebins data to achieve a specific signal-to-noise ratio.135

• rebin_bins: Rebins data into a specified bin size (in seconds).136

• fold_pulse: Folds pulse profiles over the orbital period.137

• period_sliding_window: Analyzes period changes using a sliding window method.138

Within the Fitting functions, we use a particle swarm approach ((PySwarms, 2022),139

(Bonyadi & Michalewicz, 2017)) as a classical least squares algorithm does not always140

converge.141
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Figure 1: Some results obtained with the functions contained in this package.

Statement of Need142

The study of orbital modulations in X-ray binaries is essential for understanding their143

physical properties and dynamics. Currently, these modulations are often overlooked,144

probably due to the limited resolution of existing instruments like Chandra and XMM,145

which makes it challenging to obtain adequate data unless the modulation is particularly146

prominent. However, upcoming telescopes such as Athena’s X-IFU (Barret et al., 2016)147

and XRISM (XRISM Science Team, 2022), with their significantly higher resolution, will148

enhance the importance of these analyses. These advanced instruments are expected to149

provide deeper insights into the intricate dynamics of X-ray systems.150

Although orbital modulations are widely known, they are complex to analyze and depend151

on several parameters and geometrical considerations. With this in mind, we collected all152

the functions we created through years of analyzing close X-ray binaries and formed a153

python package useful in almost every X-ray binary analysis, with the aim of facilitating its154

implementation for other astronomers. With the fact that these orbital modulations rely155

in several different parameters, here we propose a user-friendly form method to improve156

the package usability.157

However, these functions are not solely reliant on future data from advanced telescopes.158
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Many orbital modulations may already be latent within existing archives, waiting to be159

uncovered. Indeed, these functions have already been utilized with Chandra and XMM160

data in the published papers ((Sanjurjo-Ferrıń et al., 2022),(Sanjurjo-Ferrıń et al., 2021))161

and in others currently under referee process.162
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